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Abltract
Du.ring the put deca.dc, orga.niu.tions have increued their Kope ud operatiolUl beyond their traditional geographic bourlda..ries. At tbe n.me time, they have a.dopted heterogeneous ud incomp·atible
information .ystems independent of each other without .. careful con.sideration that. one day they ma;y
Deed to be int.e&ra.ted. As ...teswt (if thi, diversity\ ma.ny importut business applicat.ions tod&.y require
a.cceas t.o data st.ored in multiple autonomous daf,.,buea.
This p'p'er examines a problem of int.cr • data.bue information retrieval in a heterogeneous environment, where cODvention ..} technique'S IU~ no longer efficient. To solve tht! problem, broader definitions
for join, union, illter&eetion a.nd se.lection operAtor5 a..re proposed. Also, a probabilistic method to specify
t.be aele-ctivity of \.hea.e operators i.s di.&(';u.ued. An algorit.hm. to compute these probabilities is prC'lvidea
ill pseudocode.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneity in environment

During the past decade, organizations have increased t,heir scope and operations beyond their traditional
geographic boundaries. In order to survive the stiff market competition, the number of merger's, joint ventures
and takeovers both wit.hin and across nationa.l boundaries have increased at 8. tremendous rate. At the same
time, lignifica.nt advances in technology ha\'e provided opportunities for dramatically increasing the Dumber,
type, 8h~e &tid complexity of the information systems. The organizations had in.itially adopted these diverse
a.nd incompatible systems in an uncoordinated way, independent of each other without. a careful consideration
that one day they may need to be integrated, As a result of such a diversity in existing information systems,
many im~lorta.nt applications in the 90's will require access to multiple disparate information systems both
within and across organizational boundaries,
The present information processing environment in l&l'ge organizations can be characterized by &. growing
number of business applications that require a.cces.sing and manipulating data from va.rious preexisting, au~
tonomous databues. These databases are often located in heterogeneous hardware and software environments
and distributed among the nodes of computer networks, The Database Management Systems (DBMSs) involved are heterogeneous because they use different underlying data. models, different data definition a.nd
manipulation capabilities, and function in different operating environments. Data conveying the same infor*
mation contained in heterogeneous da.ta sources may have different logical and physical representation and
even different values [Bre90].

1.2

Database Integration

The objective of our research, in a broad sense, is to develop techniques that will provide the user with
a uniform or integrated view of the data in heterogeneous databases. In genera.l, such integration can be
achieved in two ways:
PhYlical Integration: A single large databa.se physically replaces all preexisting databases, Le., no het..·
erogeneity is allowed in any way.

Virtual Integration: Such integration creates an illusion of a single database system and hides from the
users the intricacies of diffey;ent DBMSs Ilnd access methods, without imposing any restriction.s on the
individu&l data.ba.ses.
The latter approach generated significant interest in the database resea.rch community. Physical conversion of large, independently managed databases to a common, globa.lly acceptable model may be infeasible
not only due to the huge time and' monetary investment required, but also because of the lack of hardware,
lO(tware, and technic:al staff 8uppl,rt. Some of the users will have to learn Ii new system, which could be
inconvenient &8 we.!l. Bec&uBe of the large overhead assodate·d with physical integration, it is predicted that
most orga.nizations will opt for virtual integration of their informat.ion systems.
Efficient virtual integration of heterogeneous databa.&ee requires the solution of the' following problems:
(1) Schenla integration, (2) Data h,~terogeneity, (3) Query optimization, (4) Transaction management., and
(5) Object-orientat.ion in heteroge'nl!!Ou8 environment. A review of heterogeneous database liter'ature shows
that considerable amount of progress has been m&de in Schema integrat.ion (ref Se·ction 3.1). '\Ie believe
that. there are significant opport.unities of further research in the remaining areas. The focus of this paper
will be on resolving dat.a heterogeneity problems.

1.3

Contributions of the paper

Probabilistic information retrievaJ techniques developed in this paper can be applied in many settings.
Most of these &pplication areu deal with medium to large data filets managed by special or general purpose
databue management systems. Traditionally, the d.ata heterogeneity issues used to be clerically resolved.
However, as many of these problems occur repeatedly, clerical inte.f\lention bee.a.me too costly, unreproducible, elfor-prone and time consuming to be a viable option [J ar89]. As a result, researchers in various
fields computerized the resolution process and emerged with sever&l special purpose solutions which they
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incorporfAted in their systems. Our goal is to provide a general purpose solution to these problems. To this
end, we accomplish the following in this paper:
• Identify and define the basic concepts and taxonomy of data heterogeneity problems
• Develop representational models thllt facilitate the resolution of discrepa.ncy, heterogeneity a.nd incompatibility among the data..
• Formulate probabilistic techniques for identification and retrieval of necessary info,rmation from various
dl\tabases using incomplete a.nd insufficient knowledge.

e Design algorithms and control parameters to provide users with the flexibility of specifying data accuracy requirement.s.

1.4

Applications

It is our observation that data heterogeneity problems occur in many settings and the proposed informa-

tion retrieval technique will have numerous applications in business, social, biological and physica.l sciences.
In this section, we list a number of examples which will be directly benefited from this approac.h. The
applications can be cl&SSified into three broa.d cl&SSeS depending on the nature of the underlying problem
one is trying to solve. Th~ classes are as follows:

Approximate Matching of C()mmon Objects: In this class of applicatioIl, the objective is to identify
records pertaining to the same object from multiple data.bases. Examples of such applications are: frame
creation in U.S. census [CBB8] coverage estima.tion in surveys [Key79J, long term medical foHow up studies
in epidemiology [CF90], immigration control [CH90] and forensics [TailO).
I

Finding Similar Objects: In this class of application, the objf>ctive is to find other distinct objects from
same/different databases which hcwe the similar characteristics a& the test object.. The problem in this case
is of identificat,ion &8 the name or the identification number of the object being retrieved is not be known
in advance. So the retrieval is b&Bed on the similarity of other attributes between the test and the retrieved
objects. Applications in this category are: document matching [SM83) I comparison of chemical properties
[JM90), cluster analysis [Lor83] and matched pair sampling [Ros89].
Claasmcat.ion by nearest neighbor: The construction of taxonomy is a fundamental underta.king in science. This class of application is an extension to the one discussed above. The objective is not only to find
objects (or groups of objects) similar t.o the test object but also to assign the t.est object to a group based on
these similarities. Examples belonging to this category ca.n be found in biology [SGJ86) and political science

[MW64) ,
We believe that most of these applicat.ioD60 will be directly benefited from this res.earch. These issues are

discussed ill deta.il in [CS91).
The u.ltimate business value of our reoearch, is to help orga.nizat.ioDs achieve competitive advantage through
superior database management techniqut.8. Higher precision in information retrieval involves higher cost.
The model proposed in this paper provides sufficient flexibility to the users to strike a bala.nce between tost
and accuracy. Thus, for applications where precision is crucia.l, the model parameters could be adjusted
t.o meet the applicat.ion/user specifications. Techniques derived in this research can also be buiIt. into a
management Decision Support environment.
While the problem of dat.a heterogeneity ifi likely to be more pronounced in a heterogeneous environment,
it could also occur within a single database. For example, the data pertaining to the same object can be
entered differently by the different users in a single database. The results presented in this paper can be
effectively used in such a situation. The current commercial systems do not provide much sa.feguard against
this situation. They mostly leave it up to t.he user e.nd/or the Database Adlrunistre.tor to ensure that the
data representation is consistent a.nd standard across the daiabue.

1.5

Organization of the paper

The following is the orglUlization of the paper. In Section 2, the data heterogeneity problem is discussed
in detail. In Section 3, the researc.h that has been done in this area is reviewed. Section 4 present.s a
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qualitative introduction to our model. In Sections 5--7, new operat.ors are defined for inter-database join,
union, intersection and selection operations. The issue of estimating the Comparison Value is discussed in
Section 8. The concept of threshold probability is discussed in Section 9. In Section 10, a.n a.lgorithm to
estimate the probabilities is present~d, The paper is concluded in Section 11 with a summ.ary and directions
for iuture research.

2

DATA l-IETEROGENEITY

In order to process queries in & heterogeneous environment, attributes of a relation in one da.taba..~e
often needs to be compared with the attributes ('jf another rela.tion in another database. CODventional
operators require that such comparisons be done between compatible attributes. Considerable amount of
research on establishing compat.ibility or equivalenc~ between attributes has been reported in literature
[LNE89, SG89, SSG+91J. A simple definition of compatibility for the purpose of this paper is given below.

Definition 1 Compatibility. Let dom(A) and dom(8) be the domains of attributes A and B respectively,
Then, Q necessary condition for compatibility of A and B is
dom(A)

n dom(B)

~

0.

Compatibility does not necessarily require the !Jttributes involved to have identical domains or names. Bowever, for the comparison of A and B to bf meaningful, they need to hatle the same semantics.

,

-I

For example, names an.d numbers are not compatible and hence cannot be compa.red. This is because
their domains have an empty intersection although a number and a name ma.y refer to the same object in
real life.
Data heterogeneity problems occur due to incompatibility among similar attributes resulting in the same
data being represented differently in different databases 1 • We distinguish between two typ~.s of incompatibility: ,tructeArtJI and semantic.

-'

Structural Incompatibility
Structural incompatibility occurs when the attributes are defined differently in different data.bases. Some
of the sources of structural incompatibility are:

Type mismatch: The same attribute may have incompatible type definitions in different databases. For
example, SOCIal security number could be of type 'character' in one database and 'numeric' in another.
Similarly, an attribute may be set-valued in one database and single-valued in another.
j

-i

Formats: Different databases often use different formats for the same da.ta element, e.g., date in
day/month/year versus month/day/year.

Units: Different databases use different units for the same da.ta element. For instance, quantity of raw
material may be expr'essed by the 'number of truck loads' or the total weight in tons or the dollar
value.

Granularity: Data elements representing measurement.s differ in granularity levels, e.g., sales per month
or annual sa.les.

Semantic Incompatibility
Semantic incompatibility occurs when similarly structured attributea take Oll different semantics and
values in different databases. Some of the sources of sema.ntic incompatibility are as follows:

1

I

J Tha problem baa been a.l.eo referred
problem [pu91].

&.0

in the literature u the Wt.&ncc Ident.ification [WM89) or l.he Key Equivalence

3

Synonyms: When the same entity is identified using different identifiers in different. databases, the identifiers
constitute synonyms. For example, an entity, IBM, may be identified as the 'International Business
Machine' or 'IBM Corp' or simply as 'IBM' in different databases.
Homonyms: When different entities share the same identifier in different da.tabases, they become homonyms.
For example, a popular name like 'John Smith' may identify many persons.
Codes: Codes are used for various reasons, such as saving storage space. Codes are often local to t.he
databases, and therefore non~uniform even when referring to the same domain.
Iucompiete Information: Missing and incomplete information is represented by flull values in relational
databases. While some databases allow nulls, others do not. Moreover, the meaning of nulls (e.g.,
unknown, not applicable, unavailable) varies among databases.
Recording El'rars: These could be due to typographical mistakes or variations in measurement. Typing
errors happen frequently with similar sounding names, e.g., 'Smith', 'Schmidt' and 'Smythe'.
Surrogates: Surrogates are the system generated identifiers, used in different databasP..8. They could have
the san1e domain and meaning, but be otherwise unrelated.
Asynchronous tJpdates: These ha.ppen when data items, replicated in different databases, get updated at
different points in time and become inconsistent. These are more likely if the data items are inherently
time varying, such as a person's weight or age.
The definition of semantic incompa.tibility presented above is more restrictive than some of the definitions
suggested in literature. For example, Sheth and Larson [SL90) defines semantic heterogeneity to include both
the structural and semantic incompa.tibility, as defined in this paper. This is so because, sometimes it is
difficult to decouple incompatibilities caused by differences in structures from those resulting from semantic
differences. For example, the use of different codes may be considered by some as a structural difference.
We feel it is necessary to make a distinction between the two types of incompatibilities in our model. This
is because, if the attributes are structurally incompatible, it is often meaningless to compare them directly,
e.g., comparing weight in kilograms with that in pounds. In these cases, a transformation such as conversion
of units, has to precede the compa.rison step in order to make the attributes structurally compatible. Semantic
incompatibility, on the other hand, is harder to detect and resolve, e.g., no transformation could eliminate
typographica.l errors.
The sources of heterogeneity listed above a.re not meant to be exhaustive. Other cases of heterogeneity
are discussed in [DH84, BLN86, BOT86). As the relational data model is extended with newer data types,
heterogeneity from other sources will have to be addressed. For example, using the subsets and cardinalities
to compare the set-va.lued attributes. It is also possible to have combinations of different cases, like synonyms
and asynchronous updates, octuning at the sa.me time which adds to the complexity of the problem.

3

LITER.ATURE REVIEW

In this section, we first review some of the research done in heterogeneous databases in the context of the
problerIlS identified in Section 1.2. We then discuss in detail the solutions to the data heterogeneity problems
proposed in literature.

3.1

General Research Issues

In this section, the major areas of current research in virtual integration of heterogeneous databases are
briefly described. Most of the recent work has been concentrated in the following areas: Schema integration,
Transaction management, Query optimization, and Object-orientation in heterogeneous databases.

JI=

~JI,
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Schema Integration
Schema integration involves creation of an integrated schema for a given set of local database schemas
in such a way that each local schema can be considered a.s a view of the int.egrated schema. Both physical
and virtual integration of heterogeneous databases (discussed in Section 1.2) require integration of schemas.
Many approaches and techniques for schema integration have been reported in literature. A comprehensive
comparison of twelve such integration methodologies is provided by [BLNB6].

Transaction Management
The major task of transaction management in a heterogeneous environment is to ensure global consistency
and freedom from deadlocks in the presence of local tra.nsactions. The problem has been extensively studied
in two basic directions: restricted autonomy [Pu87, Pu8S] and complete preservation of local autonomy
[AGMS87, DE89, BS88]. However, there is no satisfactory algorithm where no restriction is imposed on the
local DBMS. All the algorithms proposed so far either impose a restriction on the type of global transaction
or assume the structure of the local concurrency control mechanism.

Query Optimization
Query optimization in heterogeneous systems was first addressed in Multibase [LR82]. It was done in
two steps: Global and Local, During the global optimization step, the query was subdivided into various
sulrqueries which were then sent to the different local sites for processing. The local sites then locally
optimized the sulrqueries that were allocated to them. Many heterogeneous prototype systems include a
query optimizer but not many have been described. At this time the research in this area is at a very early
stage.

Object Orientation
Research in object-oriented heterogeneous databases has just started and a few papers have appeared
so far ['BNPS89]. Severa] authors ([Kim89, Bre90)) believe that potentially object oriented systems may
be very important and contribute to the solution of domain Inismatch, transaction management and query
optimization problems. However, much more research is needed to evaluate the benefits of this approach.

3.2

1

1

~I

Data fIeterogeneity Resolution Methods

In this section, we review the solutions to data heterogeneity problems prpposed in literature. A simple
approach could be to make the system prompt the user, using some triggering mechanism, each time there
is a conflict [DH84]. Clearly, such a system will take a fairly long time to process queries which makes it
impractical. Another possible solution could be to standardize the names. This is a viable option when, for
example, the databases are small and/or autonomy is not crucial. But among autonomous databases, it will
be extremely difficult to develop and practically enforce such comprehensive standards [BrePO].
It has been suggested that one could store the idelltifiers of all possible synonyms of a particular object
in a ta.ble and use it for conflict resolution [Mar91]. This is an ideal solution, but for large databases, this
could be impractical since (1) this table could get very large and have to be duplicated, and, (2) referential
integrity rules have to be adjusted. Alternately, one could remane the entities in case of conflicts [BOT86].
The use of rules to resolve this problem bas been suggested by Wang and Madnick in [WM89J. This
approach is similar to ours in the sense that the non-unique attributes Me used to identify instar,ce. The
rule based approach introduc(".B more semantics to the solution. However, this approach does not model
the uncertainty in the identification process in any way. Secondly, the rule bases are nontrivial to create
and maintain and may be too specific to be portable across different applications. Further, rules require a
detailed semantic knowledge of the underlying databases, which may not be available.
A qualitative probabilistic approach to this problem has been suggested in [Pu9!]. This approach requires
creation of a table of all possible va1ues of an attribute (e.g., different spellings of names) t.o identify instances.
Thus, this approach is somewhat similar to the one suggested in [Mar91] except. for the use of probabilities.
Maybe tuples were used as qualitative measures of uncertainty while processing queries over incompatible
domains [DeM89]. However, if there were any inconsistencies among the common attributes, the tuples were

5

considered inconsistent and subsequently ignored. An information theoretic approach to model imprecise
infor.mation in databases can be found in [Mor90). Retrieval of multimedia documents using imprecise query
specification is discussed in [RS90].

4

THE PROPOSED MODEL -

A

QUALITATIVE INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a probabilistic model for resolving the data heterogeneity problem. It has certain
advantages over CODVf,ltionw data. manipulation methods 88 explained later. The model allows mat.ching
of records across databases when the identifying attributes (e.g., the keys) arc structurally or semantically
incompatible. We assume that the steps preceding the application of our technique will identify attributes
in different databases which are compatible to each other.
In order to match entity instances in two relations 2 , our model employs a special tactic. We compare
not only the identifying attributes as per the conventional methods, but all attributes which describe the
entity instances and are conunon to the two relations3 . This helps in the following way. Consider two tables
which have structurally or semantically incompatible keys. Matching entity instances in these two tables
could result in the following problems:
1. The two tables might use different identifiers to identify the same real world instance.

2. The tables might use the same identifiel' to identify different real world instances.
The conventional data manipulation opera.tors will not be able to resolve either problem. In the first
case, a straight forward comparison of the keys (if such comparison is possible 4 ) will indicate that the entity
instances they identify are different, even if they are the same. In the second case, the conventional operators
will wrongly identify two different entities to be the same.
On the other hand, when all common attributes are compared according to our model, the potential
for such errors is considerably reduced. In the first case, even if the keys are different, most of the other
common attributes would match if two records describe the same real world instance. In the second case, if
the two records sharing the same key refer to two different real world instances, the common attributes are
less likely to match. Thus, by considering all common attributes, the probability of accurate identification
is significantly improved. The idea of using Don··key attributes to help identify tuples has been mentioned in
literature [WM89, SG89].
There is some uncertainty associated with the identification of insta.nces in this model from the possibility
of a wrong match. The uncertainty exists because it is difficult to determine for sure if two records identify
the same real world instance. A probabilistic approach is used in this paper to model the uDcertainty. After
comparing a pair of records from two relations, a value, called the comparison value is assigned to the pair.
This value measures how well one record matches the other record in the pairs. This value can also be used
to rank the records for present,ation to the user.
The above concepts are utilized to develop the theory of the Ent.ity Opera.tors (in short, E-operators).
The significance of "Entity" i~ that we are interested in identifying the tuples that refer to the same entity
iIlBtances in different databases. The E-join operator is discussed in detail in the next section. Other data
manipUlation operators are developed in the subsequent sections.
The advantages of this model over the existing approaches are:
• it reduces explicit user involvement in query evaluation and consequently reduces the response time
• it saves communication and storage cost.s by not having to store and access large amounts of data on
synonyms
• it provides a unified treatment of a number of semantic incompatibility issues, and
It

it provides an estimate of t.he accuracy of matching by modeling the uncertaint.y in a na.tura.l way.

~ We auume that. the re14tiolU are from two different dat.abuea. The pr'opoeed model CAD Alao be applied to relations from
the &&me database.
3Thia i8 true for union, int.eraectjon and join operators. The (:AIle of aelection i. &lightly diff~rent ADd is clia.C'\.UI.Sed in Section 7.
4ln tome cues ohtl1JcturaJ incompatjbility, a direct comparison ~ not pou.ible, e.,., type n:U1lm.&tch.
~Tbe meaning of compari.on vaJue in ..he context of Ioelection ia ~xpla.ined later.
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THE ENTITY

J DIN

The Entity Join (in short, E-join) can be used to join records across different databases. A pair of t.uples
is selected, one each from the two relations being joined. (These relations could be from different databases.)
The join attribute of the two records as well as other u_'fful attributes which are common between the two
relations are compared, if and when they are compatible. Depending on t.he number of matches between
these attributes, a comparison value is assigned to the record pair. This value estimates the COTTfctness in
joining the records in the pair.
Let r(R) and reS) be the two relations to be joined, where, Rand S denote the schemas for the t.wo
relations respectively. Assume the join attribute to be aJ, where aJ E R, S. Let the tuples of r(R) be ri,
i = 1, ... , K. Similarly, let the tuples of reS) be denoted by 6" i = 1, ... , L.
Let M be a set containing the accurate result of joining r(R) and reS) on aJ. Then M can be expressed
as:

M

= r(R) ~ reS)
= r(R) x reS)
such that ri[aJ]

== 8j[aJ]

The symbol "::" is being used to indicate equivalence. Due to heterogeneity, the join attributes are often
incompatible although they may be eqf£iva/ent, i.e., may refer to the same object in real life. The cross
product:

r(R) x reS) = {(ri,

Sj):

ri E r(R),

Sj

E reS), V i, j}

can now be expressed as the union of two disjoint sets:

M

--

{(r., Sj): ra[aJ] == 8j[aJ];

ri

E r(R), Sj E reS)}

and

U

= {(r" Sj): ra[aJ)

~

8j[aJ];

r, E r(R),

Sj E reS)}

Our ultimate objective is to estima.te M and hence the result of the join. This would require resolut.ion
of the data heterogeneity problems introduced in Section 4. These problems can now be mathematically
formulated as follows:

L for a given i, j, ",[aJ] ':F 8j[aJ] or r;[oJ] incomparable with Bj[aJ] but (ri' Sj) E 1Yi.
2. ri[aJ]

=

Sj

[aJ] but (ri'

Sj)

E U for a particular i, j pair.

It is import-ant to identify the set of useful common attributes in the two relations Rand 8 that can
be used to compute the Entity join. The identification of useful attribut.es depends on (1) whether the join
attribute(s) are keys in their respective tables, (2) the cardinality/informativeness of the attribute, and, (3)
the cost of including an additional attribute compared to the gain in accuracy. The influence of these factors
on the usefulness of an attribute is under further research.
Entity joins can be computed over a wider range of conditions than those of a conventional join. E·join
allows the join attributes to be structurally and semantically incompatible. Even when conventional join is
possible, E-join is recommended if the existence of recording errors or asynchronous updates is suspected.
It may he noted that when there are no attributes common between the joining relations other than
the join attribute, the E-join defaults to the conventional join. A conventional join is thus a trivial case of
the E-join. Unless specifically mentioned, all future reference to the E-join would refer to the non-trivial case.

Example 1. A company wants to create a list of customers with good credit rating by joining its
CUSTOMER table: with the CREDIT table obtained from the Credit Bureau. The tables have the following
schema:
CUSTOMER = {Customer Number, Last Name, First Name, Street Address, City, State, Zip, Total
Purchase Year to Date, Date last. purchased}

7

=

CREDIT {Social Security Number, Last Name, First Name, Street Address, City, State, Zip, Credit
Rating}.
Note that the identifiers used in the two tables are different (the identifiers a.re in bold type). We assume
that no inconsistencies exist among the common attributes and a.ll of them can be meaningfully compared.
Thus, the useful common attributes are:
CUSTO.MER

n CREDIT =

{Last Name, First Name, Street Address, City, State, Zip}.

Consider a record from the CUSTOMER relation:

= (_, Smith, John, 51st Street, New York, NY, 10006, _, _)

r

and the record of the same person from the CREDIT relation,
8

= (_, Smith, Jorn, 51st Street, New York, NY, 10006, _).

In these records only the common attributes are shown. The ot.her attributes are irrelevant for the example.
A conventional join on last name-first name combination will not be able to match these two records as
the first name is misspelled as "Jorn" in s. A join on last name alone will not be very useful as record r will
get joined t,O all CREDIT tuples which have "Smith" as the last name. So, we need to perform an E-join in
this case. (The example is continued in section 8.)
0
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THE ENTITY UNION AND ENTITY INTERSECTION

In this section, two important relational database operators, the Entity Union and the Entity Intersection,
are introduced. The reason for treating these two operators together is that the result of a.n intersection of
two relations is a subset of their union. Thus, issues related to the union apply to the intersection as well.
The conventional union (or intersection) of two relations requires the two to be union compatible. Union
compatibility can defined as follows [Dat90]:

j
1,

I

I
Ii

Definition 2 Union Compatibility. Two relations are union compatiblf if they are of the same degree, n,
and the ith attribute of each (i
1, £, ... , n) share the same domain. Note that this does not mean that
they need to have the same name.

.\,

The union compatibility is imposed to guarantee the closure property, that is, to ensure that the result
of union (or intersection) is still a relation and not a heterogeneous collection of dissimilar tuples.
The result of a union of two relations is the set of tuples present in either or bot,h the relations. Using
relational calculus, union can be defined as follows:
Let, two relations be r(X Z) and s(X Z), where X is the key and Z the set of non-key attributes. The
result of a union of r(X Z) and s(X Z),

:i.

=

r U

8

={ t I

«t

e r" (,8u)(u E 8" (u[X] == t[X]»)
Vet e s" (,Bu)(u E
(u[X) == t[X))))
V(3u, v)(u E r" v e s" (t[X] == u[X]:: v[X)) " (VC)(C E Z "(t[e] == u[C] = v[e]))))}.

r"

The intersection of the two relations results in the retrieval of those tuples which are present in both the
relations. In terms of relational calculus, thil; can be defined as

r

n s = {t I «3u, v)(u e r" v E

8" (t[X] = u[X] = v[X)) " (3C)(C E Z ,,(t[e] = u[C] = v[C]»))}.

The relations r and s are inconsistent if

(3u, v)(u E r 1\ v E s" (u[X] == v[X]).I\ (3C)(C E Z "(u[C]
~

-1

I

This is clearly a strict condition for union and intersection. In a heterogeneous environment, when the
two relations are from two independently managed data.bases, they are very likely to be inconsistent (according to the above definition of inconsistency). This could be due to the existence of structural and/or

J

1

t- v[C]»)).

8

semantic incompatibility between their key and other common attributes. Thus, its clear that conventional
union (or intersection) may not be possible in such situations though such opelations may be crucial for
many applications.

Example 2. Consider two mailing list relations, r(R) and s(R) having the sa.me schema, R = {Name,
Address, Total-purcha.se-year-to-dat,e Most-recent-activity}. Consider a tuple of r(R), rl
{John Smith,
Sacramento, 465,7 /6/91}. The tuple corresponding to the sa.me person in s(R), 81 = {J. Smith, Sacramento,
325, 3/3/9I}. The Total-purchase-year-to-date is different in the two tables because s(R) does not record the
latest purchase John made. Also, s(R) uses an abbreviated form of the name. (Note that John Smith and
J. Smith are synonyms.) Ideally, an intersection of the two tables should identify John's record as present in
both tables. Unfortunately, the conventional intersection will not be able do so because of the mismatched
key a.nd an inconsistent common attribute.
0
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In order to union and intersect tables across different databases, the Entity Union and Entity Intersection
are defined. These are abbreviated to E-Union and E-Intersection respectively. These operators allow the
attributes of the common tuples to be incompatible across the two rela.tions. To compute the union (or
intersection), the key attributes are compared. In addition, the values of the other common attributes a.re
compared as well. It should be noted that all attributes common to the two relations belong~o the useful
intersection of Rand S, unless there is some incompatibility between them.
Let M be a set containing the accurate result of intersection of reX Z) and s(X Z). Then, M can be
expressed as:
M = {t : t[X] = rdX] == 8; [X]}.

M, the result of the
intersection. This may not be easy due to data heterogeneity, as the keys may not be identical although they
may be equivalent, i.e., they may refer to the same entity in real life. Synonyms can cause rdX] #- 8j [X] for a
given i, j, though the corresponding tuples may belong to M. Similarly, homonyms can lead to [X] = Sj [X],
when the tuples do not belong to M.
In order to estimate ;\1, pairs of records are selected, taking one from each of the two tables being unioned
(or intersected). Depending on the number of matches among the common attributes, a compal'ison value
is assigned to the pair. This value plays the key role in determining if a record belongs to M. The result
of intersection conta.ins only the tuples that are present in both the relations. So if the comparison value is
high, it is indicative of the fact that the tuple exits in both the relations and should be included in M, the
result of intersection. If, on the other hand, this value is low or zero, then the tuples being paired actually
refer to different entities. For such tuples, no corresponding tuples exist in the other relation. Such tuples
are to be ignored during intersection; and included in U as distinct tuples during a union. The result of
E-union is then the union of U and M.
Thus E-union and E-intersection allow union and intersection to be computed over broader ranges of
situa.tions. Even if the same entity has been identified differently in different databases or if some of the
common attributes of common tuples are inconsistent due asynchronous updates, the E-operators will be
able to identify them correctly to a large extent.
As before, the symbol ":" is used to mean equivalence. Our objective is to estimate

r.
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THE ENTITY SELECTION

In this section, the problem of selection in a heterogeneous environment is analyzed. Using the notation
of relational calculus, conventional selection can be defined as follows:
Let r(XC) be a relation \ where X is the key and C, a single attribute. Then, the result of selecting
tuples for which attribute C
z is

=

Ux

= ~r(XC) = {t It E r" (t[X] = :e)).

This, again, is a strict condition for selection. The constraint t[C] = Z 1 assumes tha.t the user .knows exactly what (s)he is looking for. In a heterogeneous environment, the users often have only partial information,
particularly when they are querying other databases. This could be due to the general unfamiliarity with a
foreign d&.tabase, or the presence of synonyms, homonyms, unfa.miliar formats, codes and structures. Also,

~I

~I
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independently managed databases C&ll get asynchronously updated e.t any time, making even the duplicated
tuples inconsistent. In such situations, strictly conventional selection may not be adequate to capture the
necessary dat&.
In order to retrieve records from different database.J, Entity Selea, which we shall abbreviat.e to E.select,
has been defined. Let M be a set containing the aecurate result of selection. "!'hen, M can be mathematically
expressed as:
.Ai = tTx =~r(XC) = {t It E r 1\ (t[X) == or)}.
Our objective is to e&timate M, the result of the selection. We define two t,ypes of selection conditions:
prima,.., and ,eeondo'1l' The constraints like t[X] = z are called tbe primary conditioDG. The users are most.
interested in the tuples that satisfy th" primuy conditions. However, due t,o heterogeneity, none oUhe tuples
may satisfy the primary conditions. b. such situat.il:ms, it is (){ten worthwhile to cODsider the records which
ca~isry the secondary conditions. The 8eeondary conditlollS ·8J'e the additional filter conditions obtained from
t.he user, which are expected to be true for most of the tuples sel~cted by the primary conditions. For a
primary condition X = z and a secondary condition C ::: Z, (me may compute M as:
t1X

= ~ " C = Ir(XC) :;::. {tl t E r

=

z 1\ t[X)

"

((t[e)

V

(t[CJ
z
(i[G1 -:j; z

V

=

1\
1\

=

z)

t[X) f.. z.)
t[X] = z))}

The E-seJect &ssurnes. a wider selection condit.ion than its corresponding conventional counterpa.rt. It will
always retricv'e the tuples which match t.he primary criteria. In addition. h also retriev~.s the tuples which
satisfy the secondary conditions. The result of an E-select i!i thus a superset of the result of a conventional
select. The power of the E-seJect comes from the fa~t that it provides a lot more flexibility and selectivity
t.o a query.
A comparison. valtH! is assigned to each selected tuple depending on the number of selection conditions
it satisfies. This value indicates t,he a..ccuracy of selection that j,s, to what extent the selected tuple satisfies
the selection criterion. If this value is high, it means the corresponding tuple satisfies a large number of
(',onditions. A low vaJue indicatefi otherwise. Of course, for the E-select to be uSt"ful and (lon trivial, there
must be at least one selection condition. Otherwis.e. E-select ""dl default. to a conventional oue. This is
because, if there are no conditions, the 288ue of satisfying the selection criteria does not, arise. The section is
conc.luded with an interesting application of E-select.
I

Example 3. C"...onsider the problem of key word sea.rching jn a library, where the objective is to retrieve
the documents which contain all the specified keywords. If this is posed 8.S a conjunctive query, often no
records are retrieved. This is because, there ma.y not be any retord in the databa.se which cODtains all the
keywords, or, the document.6 might be using syoonyms of the requested keywords. Clearly, posing the query
as a disjunctive one is not preferable, &$ f&r too many records may be retrieved. An E.selection is very useful
iel this situation. The important keywords may be requfI.!Sted in t.he primary conditions. Other preferred
keY1IVords may be requested in the secondary conditiclns. Even if there may not be any document whir.h
eontain~ &11 the keywords, E-select will retr'ieve t.he documefits which contains some of them . Further, the
documents may be ordered by their selection vaJue, tK> that the docurnt'nts which best satisfy the ·select.ion
criteria occur at. the top of the out,put file.
0
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CO~1PARISON \TALUE ESTI~iATION

~n t.his iection, a proba.bilistic fra.mework t.o estima.t.e the comparison value is pr'esented. Since the
trea.tment nf union, interseetiou and join i.& slightly different from tha.t of selection, these are discussed as
5ep,arate c.ues.

8.1

lJnion, Intersection and Join

The result of eomparm! the common a.ttributes of & pair of tuples iii stored as tot!: {'omparison va.lue for
the pair. A aim.ple qualit.ative t'.$tim&.te of the compari.st..'>u value CAD he obtained in the following way. If all

10

the eommon attributes ma.tch during the computation of E--join or E-unio'n/E-intersectioD, the comparison
v&lue is perfect. If on the other hand, there are any inconsistencies among the common attributea, the valu.e
is prohable.
However, there are applications which require a more precise e;timation of the comparison va.lue. We
describe a fr8.t'l1ework for a probabilistic estimation of the comparison value in the remainde.r of the section.
Assume that a E-join or E-union/E-int.ersection needs to be performed on two relations, r(R) and reS).
Let the useful attributes c.ommon between R 8lld S be {aj, j:: I, ... , n} ~ {R n S}. Let t
(ru, Sj):
E r(R), 'i E reS), Let us define a vector, called the compari8on vector, as '"Y(t) = h'l (t), ,l(t), , .. ,
"n(t)}, where tne number of components of -ret) is equal to the number of common attributes between J?
and S (FS69, 'Tep68]. (We denote vectors in bold type.) The result of comparison of t,he two tuples
and
'i is stored in this vector.
The -ret) funct.ion can be defined in various ways. Since each component refer to a specific common
attribute, different weights can be a.ttached to it based on the informativeness of the attribute. Sirnilarly,
1J (t) can be made to take on continuous values over a range depending on how dose the values of OJ are in
the two records. For the time, let us &SSume a binary vec:t.or which aasigns equal weights to all the useful
common attributes. Thus for union , intersection nnd join,

=

r,

r,

1dr.,8~)

-

"Y2(r.,.t~)

=
=
=

fn(ri's~)

8.2

1
0
1
0

if ri[ad = 8~ [ad
otherwise

if rda2) = I~ [02J
otherwise

= .1 if ri[anJ =
= 0 otherwi.se

8~ [anJ

Selection

During selection, a compa.rison value is assigned to each tuple depending on the selection condition(s)

it satisfies. If/a tuple fully satisfill£ the selection c.onditions, the selection value is perfect, otherwise, it is
prohable. A precise way to estimate the comparison value is given below.
Assume E-selection needs to be pex-formed on relation r( R). Let the comparison vector be defined as
before except the number of components of -r(t) now equals t,he number of condit.ions in the selection query.
Let there be n such conditions. The result of' checking a tuple
E r(R), against the selection query is

r,

stored in the compal'ison vector, ..,( r,;) which is used to estimate how welJ the tuple ,", satisfy the selection
conditions. Thus, we have,

·'n(r.) =
::

i2(r. ) =

-"Yn(ri)

=

1
0
1
0

if condit ion 1 i satisfied
otherwise

if condition 2 is satisfied
otherwise

1 if condition n is satisfied
0 otherwise

B.3 Definition of Tuple Probability
The comparison function serves to partition the tuples into classes. Two tuples belong to the same dass
if their comparison functions are identical. For example, (td belongs to the same dassss (t:d if -r(td =
-r(t2). The set of all possible realizations of -r constitutes the comparison space, r.
Tbe comparison value can now be defined as a function of this vector I that is, CV(t) = !["')'Ct)]. The users
might want to define functions of their choice. We present here a probabilistic model to estimate CV(t).
Smce the comparlSOn vaiues are probatnilties lD our modei, we denote them &S tupie pr()babihties, Pfup/e(t).
11

Definition 3 !tiple Probability. Git/en the result., of checking the tuple against the query cOfldition.~, the
t.onditioftal probability that the tuple belongs to M, the result 0/ the query. Formally,
PtUI'I~(t) :: Pr {

I "'Y(t)

tEM

}.

We say that t E M with certainty, when we have a 'pe'rfect match', i.e., t.he comparison vector is a unit
vector. Mathematically,
Pr { t E M

I "Y(t) = 1 } =

Similarly, we say that t ;. M with certainty, when we
vector is zero. Formally,
.Pr { t
In order to estimate

Ptul'l~(t),

~;ave

1.

a 'perfect mismatch" Le., the comparison

e ,,\.1 I "'Y(t) = 0 } = o.

we use the Bayes' Theorem.

P,uple(t)

= Pr{t E M I "'Y(t)}
=
=

Pr[t EM, -yet)]

Pr(-r(t»)
Pr(-rCt) I t EM]. Pr[t E M]
Pr[-;(t)]

.

Thus, to evaluate the t.uple probability, we need to estimate the two unconditional probabilities Pr{ j'(t)}
and Pr{t EM} and a conditional one, Pr{-r(t) It EM}.

Example 1. (Continued from Section 5.) Comparison of the two records, rand
comparison vector, haying six components, one for each field in conunon:

8,

results in the following

..,(r, 8) = [1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1].
There is a zero in the second posi tion as the first name in the two records do not match. Using this
information., one can now est.imate the comparison value:

ever, s)

I

-'

= P,uple(r, s)
= Pr{(r,s) EM I..,(r,s)= [l,Opl,l,l,lJ}

This cakulat,ion however is beyond the scope of the current paper. Qualitatively, it can be said that the
probability will be high as five of six attributes ma.tch, implying t.hat rand s most likely refer to the sa.me
iJldivi~aal. The conventional approa.ch could not have made the inference with the same level of confidence
as the proba.bilistic one.
0
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THE THRESHOLD PROBABILITY AND DECISION RULE

A high value of Ptuple(t) means that a large number of cotnmon attributes are consistent, in case of
union, intersection or join, or the tuple bas satisfied a larger number of selection conditions. A low Ptuple(t)
indicates otherwise. The tuples having a high value of P'uple should he included in the Result set and the test
should be e,xduded. This requires setting a cutoff value, P,h I such that all tuples having tuple probabilities
greater than this value are considered good enough to be included in the Result. A correct cutoff value can
significantly improve the selectivity of a query, thereby enhancing the power of the E-operators.
Notice that there is a difference between the sets M and &,ult. The set M is a hypothetical set
that contains the most accurate answer to a query. The set Result, is an estimate of M. It may be that
Re8uit = M I but due to the probabilistic nature of the problem, Result might also (erroneously) contain
some tuples whose key attributes are Dot equivalent. This issue is discussed in detail in Section 10.
There are several ways to set 3 cutoff probability. The users eould be requested to provide the threshold
veJue and a decision rule to go with it. For instance, the user could set the threshold at O.S. A simple
insta.nce of rule to go with the t.hreshold could be: "Reject aU tuples with Ptul'it less than the threshold".
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An alternate way to calculate the threshold value using cost data. is given below [1\1S86]. According to

thim decision rule the tuples with P,uple(t) = 1 are to be included in the Result, whereas if Pcuple(t) = 0,
the tuples are to be exC'.luded. However, if 0 < P,uple(t) < I, then further analysis is required. The decision
regarding these tuples are subject to two types of errors.
l

e M- but t ;. Result. That is, a tuple that should
have been a part of the Result has been accidentally left out.

Type -I. A ',pe-/ error (or an omission) occurs when t

n.

Type .'
A t,pt-Il error (or false alarm) occurs when t ~ M but t E Result. This means, an incorrect
tuple has been included in the Result.
Tuples are retrieved in responses to queries. There are costs associated with the inclusion of incorrect
tuples and the exclusion of a releva.nt ones.
Let
be the cost of including a wrongly matched tuple in the &sult. This includes the cost of searching
the database, storing of any intermediate and final results &8 well as any loss the user might incur from using
this result. Tbis loss is incurred every time a type -- I I error is committed. Similarly, let the cost of omitting
a relevant tuple from the Result be Co. This is the cost of making a type - I error. Notice that these costs
depend on the particulars of the computer, the storage device and also on the possible use of the result. of
the join,
Thus, the expected cost of including a non relevant tuple in the Result is given by Cn x (1 - Pcuple).
Similarly, the expected cost of omitting a relevant tuple from the Result is Co x Pcuple.
Then Pch is defined as the probability that minimizes the sum of these costs. This givt'.s:

en

en

PH,

= (eR + Co)'

This is intuitive because, Ii higher cost of retrieval, eR, results in a higher threshold a.nd fewer tuples get
induded in the Result. As a result, the number of type - I I errors is decreased.
A decision rule d("Y) can be now defined as a mapping from r, the comparison space, to an action space
{Am, Au} where,

Am
Au

=
=

include the tuple in the Result set
do not include the tuple in the Result &et

Using the threshold probability obtained above, the optimal decision rule is defined as:
db(t)]
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-

{

Au
Am or Au
Am

if 0 ~ P,uple(t) <
if Pcuple(t) = Pch
if P,h < Peuple(t)

pth

< 1

AN ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE TUPLE PROBABILITIES

The tuple probabilities can be computed most accurately if one has the knowledge of the set M and the
distributions Pr{"Y(t)} and Pr{t E "A,i} and Pr{-r(t) I t EM}. Typically, however, these would be some
general distributions whose properties may not be available. An iterative algodthm is provided below which
will enable us to estimate the probabilities in such situations.
Notice that the expression of tuple probability is recursive. Tuple probabilities are needed to estimate
M, but the c.alculation of the tuple probability assumes the existence of M. The set Result, which was
intro·duced in the previous section, is therefore used as the estimate of M. It is important to realize that.
the contents of the Re8ult may vary over time. A tuple that was included in the Result because of itt)
common attributes being consistent has to remain consistent t.o be included in it in future; a tuple t.hat was
previously excluded due to inconsistent common attributes may find a place in Result when the attributes
become consistent. Given the probabilistic nature of the problem, this is intuitively desirable.
In the absence of M, Result is utilized. Repla.cing M by Result, an estimate of Ptuple is obtained as
follows:
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=
=

Pr[t E Result, -yet)]
Pr["'f(t)]
Prb(t) I t E Result]. Pr[t E Result)
Prb(t)r---'

Note that the denominator, that is, the distribution function of the comparison vector is independent of
whether Result or M is used. Actually, to begin with, the set Result is also unknown and the purpose of
the query is to find it. So, the algori.thm starts with an initial estimate of Result, say, R(O). This estimate
can be one of the following:

1. A stored copy of the Result from the last computat.ion of the query

2. The outcome of a conventional query
3. Provided by the user

In addition, one needs the distribution function of the comparison vector. Again, the user might provide
the information or the system could be made to estimate it. Since the ultima.te objective is to free the user
as much as possible, it is assumed that the system would maintain the necessary statistics. Option (1) or
(2) is assumed to be the initial estimate of Result.
The following describes the working of the algorithm. First calculate -y(t) for all t. Using them, update
Pr{-y(t)}. Next, using the initialestima.te of Result, R(O), calculate the expressions Pr{ay{t) It E R(O)} and
Pr{t E R(O)}. This enables one to calculate P,uple(t) for all t and using the t.hreshold probability and the
decision rule, a new version of the Result set, R(1) is obtained. Replacing R(O) by RO), the above steps are
repeated till there are no changes across two iterations. The algorithm is given below in pseudocode.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.
Step 7.

i := 0
Obtain "'Y(t) for all t.
Update Pr{'1'(t)}.
Use R(i) to obtain Pr{-y(t)

It

E R(i)} and Pr{t E R(i)}.

Calculate P,uplt(t) 'V t.
Using .-1{-y) obtain the new Result set.
If Result =1= n(i)
Then i := i

+1

R(i):= Result
Go to Step 4
Else Stop
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CONCLUSIONS

The het.erogeneous environment will be a prevalent da.ta processing environnlent for the next decade.
Resolution of data heterogeneity problem is centrlll to information retrieval in such au environment. This
paper considers the problem of int.er-database information retrieval in a heterogeneous setting. The problem
arises due to the presence of heterogeneity among data caused mainly by the users who name entities
independent of each other in different databases.
In this paper, we proposed broader definit.ions for data manipulation operators. We discussed the E-join,
E-union and E-intersection which allows information retrieval a.cross mismatched, incompatible domains.
The E-selection allows the retrieval of tuples which p8l'tially satisfy the selection conditions. A probabilistic
model was presented for estimating the accuracy of the operators in a heterogeneous environment.
We are looking at the following areas for further research:
• ExtE'uding the models to cover other source; of data heterogeneity. The extended models will take
into account the characteristics of the attributes, viz., their specificity, frequency of updates, number
of duplicate copies and correlation with each other.
14

• Extending "the results of this paper to optimize more complicated queries, like combinations of selection
and join.
• Device query computation algorithms using graph theoretic results like bipartite graph matching and
its variants.
• Perform coot analysis for the proposed a.lgorithms.
• Conduct performance analysis of the algorithms, and implement selective ones, if possible.
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